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Walther Model 4. Types and Variations 
By Garry Osthoff 

 
Introduction 
 
Some years ago I acquired a Walther Model 4 which bears a couple of peculiar 
stencil marks. When I inquired about the Walther Model 4 amongst collectors, 
no-one seemed to know it. The few that did, judged it as “uninteresting” and “not 
collectable”. On the internet gun forums the enthusiasm was greater: “a nice 
collectible that can be picked up cheaply”. My search for information landed me 
in a crow’s nest of different pistol shapes and variations. In the absence of 
factory records, which were destroyed in 1945, the history of the development of 
Walther pistols was lost. The efforts of several researchers provide only a 
fragmentary, and often conflicting, history. Photographs posted on the internet 
provided me with a wealth of information and I hope I managed to put together 
the chronological order of mechanical and superficial changes from the first type 
to the last, including all the variations. Information of more than 400 pistols, 
supported by serial numbers and photographs, were collected. This brought to 
light some aspects that have not been described before. It made it possible to 
narrow the gaps of serial numbers at which changes in types and variations were 
made, and aided in the estimation of numbers produced. I hope that this 
document will be of help to other collectors and save them the frustration with the 
identification of the Model 4 that they have acquired. 
 
Development of the Walther Model 4. 
 
The Walther Company was founded in 1886 by Carl Walther in the town of Zella 
St. Blasii, Thuringia, Central Germany. The town was renamed Zella-Mehlis after 
1919. Three of the five Walther sons continued the family business after his 
death in 1915. In 1910 the first .25 caliber pistol, the Model 1 was produced, 
followed by the Models 2 and 3, which were simplified in design, using a hammer 
instead of a striker, and had the recoil spring around the barrel. The Model 3 
(.32) appeared in 1913 and the Model 2 (.25) in 1914. 
 
World War I required a handgun more suitable for military use, and Walther 
designed the Model 4 by enlarging the Model 3 with a larger grip, longer barrel, 
better sights, and a greater magazine capacity. Upon its introduction in 1915 for 
service in World War I, the holster-sized Model 4 was mechanically identical to 
the smaller pocket-sized Model 3. The caliber was also 7.65mm (.32 ACP). It had 
the same slide assembly with left-handed ejection, but held an 8-shot magazine. 
With the longer barrel and matching barrel extension, the Model 4 was better 
suited as a service pistol for soldiers and police. It was the largest pistol the 
company had made up to that time. It measured 150mm long, had an 88mm 
barrel, and weighed 525g unloaded. The Model 4 is a relatively simple handgun 
of blowback design, with a fixed barrel, an external extractor, and a concealed 
hammer. The barrel acts as a guide for the concentric recoil spring, which is held 
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in place by a bayonet-type lug that covers the front of the barrel, and by a sleeve 
at the rear which covers the spring. When the slide moves rearward, it forces the 
trigger bar down, disconnecting it from the sear. The safety is a rotating thumb 
lever that locks the cocked hammer. A magazine release is heel mounted at the 
bottom rear of the frame. To facilitate its removal, the magazine floor plate was 
extended slightly ahead of the front grip strap. 
 
The accurate date for start of manufacture is uncertain. All Model 4s bear the 
crown over N proof mark which was introduced September 01, 1911 by the Zella-
Mehlis proof house and April 1, 1912 by Suhl. The German patent 256 606 
dealing with features of the Model 4 was filed on 21 Oct 1911 and granted 
January or February 1913. In a catalog Genschow & Co (Geco) dated 1914/1915 
the early transitional Walther 4 is shown as “newest improved model”. 
Collectively this implicates that the model 4 must have been made after October 
21, 1911, probably not before January 1913, but late in 1913 or even early 1914. 
 
Over the years that the Model 4 was built, a number of changes were made, 
mainly to the disassemble catch, trigger bar, sighting devices, slide and ejection 
port. Technologically there were three major types of the Model 4, each with 
variations. Walther secured a German government contract in 1915 for 250 000 
pistols. By the high need of pistols in WWI the Walther plant was not able to 
produce enough Model 4s in 1915 and concluded a license agreement with the 
Meffert Company of Suhl on 4 Dec 1915 to produce 480 pistols weekly, and a 
total of 30 000. Overwhelmed with this order it subcontracted to other 
manufacturers in Suhl, being Gebrüder Merkel, H.M. Gering, Gebrüder Rempt, 
Immanuel Meffert, F.W. Kessler, Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft, 
Schmidt & Habermann, Sempert & Krieghoff, August Schüler, Christopf Funk and 
Wilhelm Weiss. Only Sempert & Krieghhoff produced frames, which resulted in a 
poor fit of parts causing loading disturbances. Subcontractor markings were on 
the trigger guard (usually on the left side, sometimes right). The serial numbers 
of the license built pistols are between 60000 to 95000, and 135 000 to 150 000. 
The total numbers of Model 4 produced is uncertain, and cannot merely be 
derived from the serial numbers, because between 29000 and 101 000 Walther 
shared its serial numbers among the Models 4, 5 and 7. The Model 4 then took 
up an entire serial number range, from 101 000 to 275 000, the highest number 
occurring around 1923. The final production run of 1928 - 1929, the fourth 
variation, comprised serial numbers ranging from 440 000 to 500 000 which was 
a limited production run. 
 
Only the Model 4 Type 2 in its variations was built during the war from 1916-1918, 
with proof provided by military acceptance markings (crown over letter) having 
been observed on all three types. War time production should have stopped 
around number 216113, showing that approximately 117100 Model 4 Type 2 
Late pistols were built. Together with the other types, a total of approximately 168 
000 Model 4’s must have been manufactured during the war, which is less than 
the 250 000 that were ordered. 
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Type classification of the Walther Model 4 
 
The classification system of the Model 4 in this document is based on the 
morphological properties that were changed during its development. It is aimed 
to serve as aid to identify the different variants. Fire arms researcher, Dieter 
Marschall, used a classification system based on SN and factory orders. In this 
case the Type 2 Early and Type 2 Mid are not separated, although changes in 
the design led to different morphological properties within one SN block, which 
complicates the identification.  
 
 
Number of Walther Model 4 manufactured 
 
Many sources claim that more than 250 000 Model 4’s have been manufactured. 
With the absence of factory records, it is difficult to determine the exact number. 
It is not possible to calculate the number based on the serial numbers, because 
up to SN 102 000, serial numbers were assigned to all Models 1-5 and 7 (see 
Tables 5 and 6). With the lowest serial number of a Type 1 noted as 23471 and 
the highest of a Type 3 being 288776, with 20 000 Type 4 being manufactured 
and the Models 5 and 7 subtracted, gives a total of 284 590, which confirms the 
above 250 000. 
 
According to the limited information of production figures, the calculation is: 

Between 1910 and 1919 appeared SN 1 – 223 000 
Production of Mod 1+2+3+5+6+7 33 410 
Mod 4 Types 1+2: (223 000 – 33 410) 198 590 
Model 4 Type 3 (1919-1923): SN 223001 to 289 000 66 000 
Model 4 Type 4 (1928-1929) 20 000 
Total Mod 4 284 590 

 
According to the observed serial numbers, and excluding the Model 5 and 7 
pistols, the approximate number of sub types manufactured are: 
Type 1 
Type 2 Early 
Type 2 Mid 
Type 2 Late 
Type 3 
Type 4 

5 000 
27 000 
24 000 

127 850 
65 535 
20 000 
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Information needed (See also Table 5, page 57) 
 
Information to clarify the following aspects is needed. Please contact the author if 
you have info. 

• SN’s of Type one above 32000 to determine the number of sub-types C 
and E manufactured. 

• SN’s between 34372 and 35067 to determine the change to Type 2. 
• SN’s between 220881 and 225094 to determine the last war manufactured 

Type 2 late and change to Type 3. 
• SN’s of Type 3 above 267417 to determine the end of this type. 
• SN’s of pistols manufactured by contractors  
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Walther Model 4 Type 1. 

By Garry Osthoff 
 
The Walther Model 4 Type 1 was the first type to be produced (1913-1914). The 
most obvious property of this pistol is the disassemble catch in front of the trigger 
guard, and on each side of the slide the finger grips consist of 11 serrations (or 
12 grooves). The safety lever displays two rings and large raised center. There 
were less than 5000 produced, however, according to the serial numbers, the 
number could be above 7000. Within the serial number block, numbers were also 
assigned to the Model 7 pistol, and it seems as if approximately 2000 Mod 7 
pistols fall within the block. A closer study of photos and serial numbers showed 
that the Model 4 Type 1 was not as homogeneous after all. The front sight was 
changed from hemispherical to triangular, and the right hand butt plate may 
either bear the stylized CW in an oval frame or “Caliber 7,65” in the oval. From 
the SN’s a clear change in plates is not obvious, and some of the Caliber 7,65 
plates are also found in later types, although very few. Then the finger grips were 
also changed to 8 serrations (9 grooves), and at the end of the production run to 
the 6 serrations (7 grooves). Of these two types very few were made. The 
markings on the slide also changed. The left side is marked SELBSTLADE 
PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT above the Walther banner. Early 
pistols did not bear the banner but “Made in Germany”. The right side of the slide 
was left blank, and very late in the production run, it was inscribed CARL 
WALTHER WAFFENFABRIK ZELLA ST BLASII. There are 4 different variants 
obvious. 
 
SN’s observed: 26950, 26957, 30246, 31112, 31265, 31539, 31673, 31732, 31829, 31839, 
31860, 31889, 32305, 32361, 32412, 32430, 34005, 34059, 34065, 34372 
According to Marschall SN’s 21221-34884 
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Variant A. Early SN’s 26950, 26957, 30246 
Front sight: Hemispherical (∩) 
 
Safety lever: Two rings and large raised center (26950 - 34053) 

 
 
Left side: SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over MADE 
IN GERMANY 

 
 

 
 
 
Right side: blank 
Slide serrations 11 (12 grooves) 
 

 
 
 

MADE IN GERMANY 
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Variant B. Early SN’s 31112, 31265, 31539, 31673, 31826, 31839, 31860, 
31889 
Front sight: Triangular (∆) 
Left side: SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over Walther 
banner 

 
 
Right side: blank 
Slide serrations 11 (12 grooves) 
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Variant C. Middle SN’s 32305, 32361, 32412, 32430 
Front sight: Triangular (∆) 
Left side: SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over Walther 
banner 

 
 
Right side: blank 
Slide serrations 8 (9 grooves) 
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Variant D. Late SN’s 34005, 34059, 34065 
Front sight: Triangular (∆) 
Left side: SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over Walther 
banner 

 
 
Right side: CARL WALTHER WAFFENFABRIK ZELLA ST.BLASII. 

 
 
Slide serrations 11 (12 grooves) 
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Variant E. Late SN 34372 
Front sight: Triangular (∆) 
Left side: SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7,65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over Walther 
banner 

 
 
Right side: CARL WALTHER WAFFENFABRIK ZELLA ST.BLASII. 

 
 
Slide serrations 6 (7 grooves) 
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Walther Model 4 Type 2 Early. 
By Garry Osthoff 

 
The mechanical change to the Model 4 Type 2 Early included an abolishment of 
the disassemble catch in front of the trigger guard, which was inherited from the 
Model 3. As for the Type 1, the trigger transfer bar is partially exposed and bears 
the dorsal groove. It has a triangular front sight, but grip grooves were enlarged 
with 6 serrations (7 grooves). Throughout World War 1, the Model 4s contained 
this pattern of grip grooves. From a superficial view, the Type 2 Early seems to 
have very few variations. The most obvious distinguishing property of this pistol 
is that the slide carries no rear sight, only a dorsal groove. It also carries a 
triangular front sight and the trigger transfer bar is exposed. However, 
investigation of photos and serial numbers (SN’s), revealed varieties by different 
manufacturers. According to the SN’s there were less than 31000 produced. 
Within the serial number block, numbers were also assigned to the Model 7 pistol, 
and it seems as if approximately 2000 Mod 7 pistols fall within the block, bringing 
the total Mod 4’s (Type 2 Early) to 27000. At first the Mod 4 was built by Walther 
(observed SN’s 35067-58121 and 97926 - 99034), and the right side of the slide 
was marked CARL WALTHER WAFFENFABRIK ZELLA ST BLASII. The left side 
was marked SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7.65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over the 
Walther banner. The manufacture was later outsourced to other manufacturers 
(observed SN’s 61435-67909). A contract for such was signed on 4 Dec 1915 for 
30 000 pistols, which was filled with Type 2 Early and Type 2 Mid. Noted were 
Gebrüder Merkel, Sempert & Krieghoff H.M. Gering, Mercedes 
Büromaschiengesellschaft and Christoph Funk. The contracted manufacturers 
left the right side of the slide blank, but inscribed own identification logos and 
initials on the left side of the frame in front of the trigger guard. The SN’s were 
stamped on the left side of the frame. The butt plates bear the stylized CW in an 
oval frame. The plate with “Caliber 7.65” in the oval on the right side seems to 
have been abolished in Type 2, and only one Walther built pistol (SN 39001) has 
been observed, with “Caliber 7.65” plates on both sides. The safety levers were 
various patterns of two rings with, a small raised center, or had a pebbled surface 
(SN’s 61436 – 65389). The late SN’s 97926 – 99001 by Christoph Funk and 
Walther followed the contractor manufactured Type 2 Mid, before Walther 
embarked on manufacturing the Type 2 Late. 
 
The Mod 4 Mid that followed was given a rear sight, instead of the groove, and a 
hemispherical front sight. A few Type 2 Early pistols were also assembled by 
Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft (M in Oval) eg. SN’s 68207 and 68503. 
 
SN’s observed: 35067, 36468, 37449, 39001, 39025, 40088, 40383, 40825, 41963, 42061, 
42635, 42739, 43419, 44004, 45986, 48009, 48703, 48778, 48863, 48907, 51436, 56001, 58121, 
61435, 61436, 61922, 61969, 62553, 64112, 64305, 64759, 65389, 65805, 66172, 66468, 66794, 
67614, 67909, 68207, (88471, 95009, 95561,  99034)
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Walther made pistols. Slide marks on left (top) 
 
Slide mark on left of first models. SN’s 35067, 39001, 39025, 40088, 40825, 41963 

 
 
Slide mark on left of later models. SN’s 42061, 43419, 44004, 48009, 51436, 56001, 58121, 66468 

 
 
 
Slide mark on right of first models, all capitol letter. SN’s 35067, 39001, 39025, 40088, 
40825, 41963 

 
 
Slide mark on right of later models. SN’s 42061, 43419, 44004, 48009, 51436, 56001, 58121 
 

 
 
Safety lever: Various patterns of two rings with raised center 

 
 
Pin in 2nd groove 
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SN on right frame behind trigger. 
 

 
 
Earliest SN 35067 
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Contractor made pistols 
 
Slide marks on right: BLANK 
Slide marks on left 

 
Safety lever: Various patterns of two rings with raised center 

 
 
Safety lever pebbled. SN’s 61436 – 65389 

 
 
Pin in 2nd serration 
 

   
 
Manufacturer mark on trigger guard and SN on slide. 
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1. Gebrüder Merkel (Suhl). GM in Shield. SN’s 61435, 61436, 61922, 61969, 62553 

 
 
2. Sempert & Krieghoff (Suhl). Anchor. SN’s 64112, 64305, 64759, 65389,  

 
 
3. H.M. Gering (Heidersbach). G. SN’s 66794, 67614, 67909 

 
 
4. Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft.  SN’s 68207, 68503 

 
 
5. Christoph Funk (Suhl). F. According to Marschall 95049-96233 
Some are of Type 2 Early eg. 95009, 95561 
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6. Military acceptance markings 
None observed on 39001 and 36468. 
Observed, but not identifiable on 58121, 61436, 67814 
 

 58121 
 

 58121, 65389 
 

 51436 
 
 
7. Damaged stencil dies 
Stencil dies tend to degrade over time. Several oddities of manufacturer marks 
may be observed. 
 
Broken S and o in Selbstlade Pistole on 41963 

 
 
Broken L and L in Selbstlade Pistole on 65389 
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Walther Model 4 Type 2 Mid. 
By Garry Osthoff 

 
Initially the Model 4 Type 2 was classified into Early and Late. However, a study 
of photos and serial numbers (SN’s) showed varieties in the latter, with definitive 
characteristics that merit a split to form the Type 2 Mid. Its most obvious 
distinguishing property is that the dorsal groove on the slide had been replaced 
with a rear sight, and the front sight was hemispherical. The rear sight is 5mm 
high and the front sight 5mm high and 11mm long. The sights are larger than 
those of all the types following. The Type 2 Mid can be identified positively to fall 
between SN’s 65805 and 97699, but overlaps with the Type 2 Early eg. SN’s 
68207 and 68503 by Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft and others by 
Heinrich Krieghoff. Within this serial number block, numbers were also assigned 
to the Model 5 and 7 pistols, and it seems as if approximately 500 Mod 7 pistols 
fall within the block (SN’s between 69019 and 84641) and 4000 Mod 5 (between 
77287 and 94373). The total Type 2 mid built were approximately 24000, all of 
which were sub-contracted. The contract with sub-contractors took effect in 
November 2016. This might be confusing, because a patent for an improvement 
of the pistol by Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft was filed on 12th 
February 1916. Only Krieghoff manufactured frames, which may be distinguished 
from the Walther made frames with a pointed end of the grip tang, similar to the 
Type 2 Early, instead of being rounded. The other contractors made slides and 
assembled them. The slides were therefore left blank on the right side and not 
marked CARL WALTHER WAFFENFABRIK ZELLA ST BLASII. The left side was 
marked SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL. 7.65 .WALTHER’S PATENT over the 
Walther banner. The largest number of this type was built by Mercedes 
Büromaschinen Gesellschaft who placed the SN’s on the right side frame behind 
the trigger guard, and their logo M in oval in front of the trigger. For many years 
this was assumed to be an alternative logo of Immanuel Meffert, so that 
information on this manufacturer is sparse. The other contractors were Heinrich 
Krieghoff, Immanuel Meffert, H.M. Gering, Schmidt & Habermann, Gebrüder 
Rempt, F.W. Kessler, Christoph Funk and August Schüler. These manufacturers 
placed their SN’s on the left side of the slide and their identification logos or 
initials in front of the trigger guard. Some of these have also been observed to 
carry the SN on the left side of the frame, covered by the slide. It is not certain 
whether this was standard practice. Safety levers have two rings and a small 
raised center (SN’s 68310 – 99921). 
 
SN’s observed: 65805 66794, 66971, 67593, 67828, 68021, 68310, 69877, 69887, 70063, 
71553, 72793, 74137, 74304, 75695, 75830, 76480, 76696, 76883, 77154, 77287, 77290, 77977, 
78704, 79015, 79689, 80190, 80335, 80844, 80988, 81430, 83068, 83557, 83665, 84100, 84422, 
84641, 85623, 86518, 86876, 88097, 88377, 89237, 89401, 89458, 89828, 91002, 91319, 91530, 
91923, 92144, 92147, 92480, 93260, 93515, 93833, 94119, 94373, 94384, 943XX, 94566, 94613, 
96542, 97283 
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General properties of Mod 4 Type 2 Mid 
Frame with grip tang with pointed end inherited from the Model 3. 

     
 
Safety lever: 
Checkered coarse (SN 65805) 

 
Two rings and small raised center (SN’s 65805 – 99921) 

 
 
Mod 4 Type 2 Mid by Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft.  (SN’s 68021, 
68310, 68503, 69877, 69887, 70063, 71553, 72793, 74137, 74304, 75695, 75830, 76480, 76696, 76883, 77154, 77290, 
77977, 78704, 79015, 79689, 80190, 80335, 80844, 80988, 81338) 
Slide marked on left and blank right. 
SN on right frame behind and manufacturer in front of trigger. 
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Pistols by other contractors 
Manufacturer mark on trigger guard and SN on slide. 
 

 
 
SN on frame concealed by slide 

 
 
 
1. Heinrich Krieghoff (Suhl). Anchor. SN’s 65805 

 
 
2. H.M. Gering (Heidersbach). G. SN’s 66971 
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3. Immanuel Meffert (Suhl). I.M. or J.M. SN’s 83068, 83665, 84100, 84422, 86518, 86876, 96542 
 

 
 
 
4. Schmidt & Habermann (Suhl). S&H. SN’s 88097, 89237, 89401, 89458, 89828 
 

 
 
 
5. Gebrüder Rempt (Suhl). GR. SN’s 91002, 91319, 91530, 91923, 92144, 92147, 92480 
 

 
 
 
6. F.W. Kessler (Suhl). F.W.K. SN’s 93260, 93515, 93833, 93889, 94119, 94373, 94384, 943XX, 94566, 
94613 
 

 
 
7. Christoph Funk (Suhl). F. According to Marschall 95049-96233 Some are of Type 2 
Early 

 
 
8. August Schüler (Suhl). AS. According to Marschall 96978-97699 
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9. Wilhelm Weiss (Suhl). W. 74137, 96005 
(No photo) 
 
 
9. Military acceptance markings 
 

 86518 
 

 81338, 79015, 77977, 77290, 77154, 75830, 74304, 70063, 69877, 68310 
All by Mercedes Büromaschinen Gesellschaft (M in Oval) 
 

 94566, 94513, 93833, 91923, 91319, 88097, 86518, 84422 
 
 
  


